APPLY NOW!

YOUR INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE.
Quantron AG is the specialist for the electrification of commercial vehicles. Become part of our team and
accompany us when discovering new innovative paths. In addition to the attractive conditions, you can expect a
pleasant working atmosphere with very good opportunities for further development along with a wide range of
work assignments in a future-oriented company. Shape the markets of the future together with us. We look
forward to hearing from you!

MECHATRONICS ENGINEER (M/F/D)
Full-time

RESPONSIBILITIES:






Carrying out inspection, maintenance and repair work
Troubleshooting and rectification work during downtime and malfunctions in the operational equipment
Setting up and commissioning of mechatronic systems
IT-supported documentation
General electrical and mechanical activities

PREREQUISITES:








Successfully completed professional training as a mechatronics engineer (m/f/d)
Knowledge of the automotive sector is an advantage
Experience in servicing, maintenance and repair work
Technical understanding and analytical thinking skills
Flexibility and a strong sense of responsibility
Independent and careful working manner with special emphasis on safety and cleanliness in the
workplace
Reliability, flexibility and the ability to work in a team
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APPLY NOW!

YOUR INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE.

WHY US?







Because together with us you can help make commercial vehicles more sustainable
Attractive working environment in a future-oriented market
Very good perspectives in a growing company
Permanent employment contract
TEAMPLAY is very important to us
Excellent working atmosphere

Interested? Then apply now! Start your future and send us a detailed application including a curriculum vitae and
possible starting date.
Quantron AG
Koblenzer Straße 2
86368 Gersthofen / Germany
Email: hr@quantron.net
Tel.: +49 (0) 821 - 78 98 40 - 0
www.quantron.net
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